
In the 18th-century the rich and powerful used leases and 

freehold purchase, to divide up and enclose the common land 

of Enfield Chase. The poor got little or nothing. In 1931 an 

enlightened council redressed this by purchasing Whitewebbs 

Park as public open space for the people of Enfield. 

Whitewebbs is part of historic Enfield Chase, with a small café 

and many footpaths that allow us to enjoy the open spaces and 

woodland. The contribution to the mental and physical health of 

Enfield residents is immense. The public golf course provides 

low cost physical activity for ordinary citizens.  

The ancient woodland with its magnificent trees cleans the air 

and make a vital local contribution to combating climate change 

and to maintaining biodiversity.  

While poorly served by public transport, this metropolitan park 

has adequate free parking, making it accessible to people from 

all over the borough, the young, the old, the infirm,  families, 

runners and walkers.  



Biodiversity 

Whitewebbs is Biodiversity in action–the ancient woodlands, 

the open meadow, the wetland area behind the King and Tinker 

and the mature golf course with its copses and rich variety of 

trees. We have foxes, deer, rabbits, bats, over 60 bird varieties 

including buzzards, kingfishers and rare marsh tit. Hawks on 

the golf course, crows and jays planting new woodland, 

cormorants, egrets, ducks, moorhens. Rare Butterflies in the 

meadowlands, moths in the woodland, dragonflies along the 

streams, great crested newts, grass snakes and freshwater 

mussels.        

Climate 

Any development that involves construction,  earthworking and 

landscaping with possibly thousands of lorry loads of 

questionable material would be a betrayal of this Council’s 

commitment to climate reform. 

 Money 



Accounts are produced to show that the golf course is losing 

money, but so do playgrounds in the town park, and the tennis 

and multipurpose courts in all our public parks. Accounts can 

be made to show anything. Leisure centres make money 

through fees, function room hire, bar sales and café sales. Put 

a similar model together for Whitewebbs and you have a 

healthy income stream 

The essential ingredients are:  a quality operation, the right 

facilities, and adequate free parking for visitors. Until a tube 

station is built in Beggars Hollow this park will be reliant on cars 

for business and access for all. 48 secs 

The recent Statement of Community Involvement in Planning 

mentions the need to avoid “information fatigue” – a fat chance 

of that happening on the evidence from Whitewebbs 

There has been a disgraceful policy of secrecy, minimal 

publicity, misleading and contradictory statements.  Carelessly 

prepared marketing material, the vaguest of definitions: for 



example 75 words on “community engagements” boils down to 

must provide a website and a notice board. 

Community consultation on Whitewebbs has been a one way 

process, led by the community. Promises of specific details 

have been neglected. a council committee was misled about 

the extent of the project and councillors were misled about  

current leasing. 

 This lack of openness has generated a deep level of mistrust 

One accurate understatement  from Mark Bradbury “We accept 

the marketing literature and early communication have not 

helped with the concerns the public have held…”   

Who has the Council actually consulted – names and numbers 

please. 

We have consulted  with 120 park users at a public meeting, 

almost of whom provided written feedback and we have a 

petition signed by over 3500 verified signatures.  

How many can the Council point to? 



The council have allowed the public  a Q and A session with 

the preferred bidder and what has happened to stakeholder 

input – removed it seems. 

 

I hope, but doubt, that the members of this council have been 

kept better informed.  

  

Accountability 

You are custodians, not owners of this precious jewel. It is your 

responsibility to guard it for the people of Enfield, not to hive it 

off to the rich and influential with token and unenforced lease 

terms. 

  

Do you want our children and grandchildren to have a beautiful 

natural park or just a privatised mess? Over 3500 of us ask the 

council to enhance the environment, defend the climate and 



make Enfield a better place, support this petition and put an 

end to this misbegotten venture or start again and get it right. 


